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Abstract
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID- 19) has presented unprecedented challenges 
to the generic drug development, including interruptions in bioequivalence (BE) stud-
ies. Per guidance published by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) during 
the COVID- 19 public health emergency, any protocol changes or alternative statisti-
cal analysis plan for COVID- 19- interrupted BE study should be accompanied with ad-
equate justifications and not lead to biased equivalence determination. In this study, 
we used a modeling and simulation approach to assess the potential impact of study 
outcomes when two different batches of a Reference Standard (RS) were to be used in 
an in vivo pharmacokinetic BE study due to the RS expiration during the COVID- 19 
pandemic. Simulations were performed with hypothetical drugs under two scenarios: 
(1) uninterrupted study using a single batch of an RS, and (2) interrupted study using 
two batches of an RS. The acceptability of BE outcomes was evaluated by comparing 
the results obtained from interrupted studies with those from uninterrupted studies. 
The simulation results demonstrated that using a conventional statistical approach to 
evaluate BE for COVID- 19- interrupted studies may be acceptable based on the pooled 
data from two batches. An alternative statistical method which includes a “batch” 
effect to the mixed effects model may be used when a significant “batch” effect was 
found in interrupted four- way crossover studies. However, such alternative method 
is not applicable for interrupted two- way crossover studies. Overall, the simulated 
scenarios are only for demonstration purpose, the acceptability of BE outcomes for 
the COVID19- interrupted studies could be case- specific.

Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
Pharmacokinetic (PK) bioequivalence (BE) studies usually compare single manu-
facturing batches of test and reference products.
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INTRODUCTION

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID- 19) caused 
by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
2 (SARS- CoV- 2) has caused a large outbreak of a global 
public health emergency not seen since the 1918 flu pan-
demic.1 Since its initial outbreak in late 2019, COVID- 19 
has continued to spread in 2021 across the world.2 To 
combat the COVID- 19 pandemic, the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has approved two vaccines, mar-
keted as Comirnaty and Spikevax, for the prevention of 
COVID- 19 disease, and issued emergency use authoriza-
tion for several drug and biological therapeutic products 
and vaccines.3– 6 Although more treatment and preven-
tive options are available, the COVID- 19 public health 
emergency has presented unprecedented challenges to 
drug development. Many ongoing clinical trials have 
been interrupted due to national guidelines and restric-
tive measures, including site closures, quarantines, and 
travel restrictions.7,8 A recent report revealed that around 
80% of non- COVID- 19 related clinical trials were sus-
pended or interrupted as a result of the COVID- 19 pub-
lic health emergency with thousands of trials.9 In March 
2020, the FDA issued guidance for industry investigators, 
and institutional review boards Conduct of Clinical Trials 
of Medical Products During the COVID- 19 Public Health 
Emergency (March 2020, updated on August 2021).10 The 
guidance noted the impact of COVID- 19 on ongoing clini-
cal trials and indicated that protocol modifications might 
be required to assure the safety of trial participants, main-
tain compliance with good clinical practice, and minimize 
risks to trial integrity. Later, the FDA issued guidance 

for industry Statistical Considerations for Clinical Trials 
During the COVID- 19 Public Health Emergency (June 
2020).11 The latter guidance outlined considerations on 
the statistical analysis to ensure that affected trials would 
provide interpretable findings with appropriate statistical 
quantification of uncertainty.

The COVID- 19 public health emergency may make it 
difficult to meet protocol- specified procedures for clinical 
trial execution, including those for abbreviated new drug 
applications (ANDAs). The FDA recognized the impact 
of COVID- 19 on conduct of bioequivalence (BE) stud-
ies for ANDAs on its website12 and published guidance 
for industry Protecting Participants in Bioequivalence 
Studies for Abbreviated New Drug Applications During 
the COVID- 19 Public Health Emergency (January 
2021; COVID- 19 BE Guidance).13 The website and the 
COVID- 19 BE Guidance are intended to provide rec-
ommendations toward the safe conduct of BE studies 
for those involving human subjects. The COVID- 19 BE 
Guidance recommends alternative approaches for sam-
pling, such as using alternative pharmacokinetic (PK) 
modeling approaches, spaced dosing and sampling ap-
proaches, or off- site sampling. Moreover, study protocol 
modifications and considerations may be required to pro-
tect the study participants’ rights, welfare, and assure the 
quality and integrity of the data.

The FDA acknowledged the possibilities of drug ex-
pirations during the COVID- 19 public health emer-
gency in COVID- 19 BE Guidance and included drug 
expiration- related questions in its guidance for indus-
try Development of Abbreviated New Drug Applications 
During the COVID- 19 Pandemic –  Questions and Answers 

WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
This study evaluated the impact of using two batches of a reference product due 
to product expiration in PK BE studies that are interrupted by the coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID- 19) pandemic, via a quantitative methods and modeling 
approach with hypothetical interruption scenarios and batch- to- batch variations.
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
A “batch” effect could be considered in the statistical model when two batches 
of a reference product are used in a single study. The selection of statistical ap-
proaches could be case- specific based on study types, degree of batch- to- batch 
variations, interruption types, etc., and should be accompanied with adequate 
justifications and not lead to biased equivalence determination.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, 
AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?
Quantitative methods and modeling approaches may provide scientific justifica-
tions for alternative analysis approaches to be used for COVID- 19 related study 
interruptions, such as the usage of two batches of a reference product in a single 
PK BE study.
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(April 2021, updated September 2021).13,14 The COVID- 19 
BE Guidance states that the use of expired Reference 
(R) or Test (T) product is not recommended in general. 
Prospective applicants that intend to use a different batch 
of reference product for such purpose may submit spe-
cific questions through controlled correspondences or 
pre- ANDA meeting request pathways, including discuss-
ing alternatives approaches to demonstrate BE.13,14 In 
general, only a single manufacturing batch of a reference 
standard (RS) is used in a PK BE study, such as for the 
two- way and fully replicated four- way crossover design.15 
The reason is that using two batches of an RS may poten-
tially introduce the risk of passing bio- inequivalent (BIE) 
products due to between batch variations. If more than 
one batch of an RS is used in a PK BE study due to RS ex-
piration during the COVID- 19 public health emergency, 
the impact of this un- prespecified study modification 
needs to be evaluated.

Quantitative methods, such as modeling and simula-
tion approaches, are useful tools to assess the outcome 
of BE studies, such us evaluating unexpected protocol 
changes.16 Those quantitative methods may be utilized to 
test assumptions and find better study designs in a more 
efficient way.17 Per COVID- 19 BE Guidance recommenda-
tions, the FDA encourages prospective applicants to find 
and perform alternative analysis approaches for COVID- 
19- interrupted BE studies, accompanied with adequate 
justifications that would not lead to biased equivalence 
determination.13 The aim of this work is to demonstrate 
how scientific justifications could be provided using mod-
eling and simulation approaches for unexpected changes 
in study execution during the COVID- 19 public health 
emergency, such as to conduct a single PK BE study with 
two batches of an RS. Based on real case scenarios submit-
ted under controlled correspondences by the applicants, 
this work evaluated two- way and fully replicated four- way 
crossover study designs as case examples. Simulations 
were performed with a hypothetical orally administered 

product by a two- compartment model. Fully replicated 
four- way crossover studies were simulated with a hypo-
thetical narrow therapeutic index (NTI) drug as an ex-
ample which requires use of the same lots of the T and 
R formulations for the replicated administration.15 The 
acceptability of the BE results was evaluated by compar-
ing interrupted BE studies that were conducted with two 
batches of an RS with uninterrupted BE studies that were 
conducted with one batch of an RS. Overall, the results 
obtained from this study are case examples to demonstrate 
the acceptability of BE results, which could be varied and 
case- specific depending on study design, statistical analy-
sis methods, and generic products.

METHODS

Model- based simulation

Both two- way and fully replicated four- way crossover 
studies were simulated with and without interruptions 
for hypothetical drug products. The uninterrupted two- 
way crossover studies were simulated as two periods, two 
treatments, two sequences with RT/TR designs, and con-
ducted with the same batch of the RS across all periods 
(Figure 1a). The COVID- 19- interruption was designed to 
occur after the completion of period one in the two- way 
crossover study (Figure 1b). More specifically, in the in-
terrupted study design, the first batch of the RS (i.e., R1) 
was used before the interruption. The second batch of the 
RS (i.e., R2) was used after the interruption due to the 
expiration of the first batch because of unexpected study 
pause. In this study, we assume no product expiration for 
the T product, and only one batch of the T product was 
used across all periods. Similarly, a fully replicated four- 
way crossover study was simulated for four periods, two 
treatments, and two sequences with TRTR/RTRT design 
for NTI drug (Figure 1c). Two types of interruptions were 

F I G U R E  1  Simulated uninterrupted 
and interrupted study designs. (a) A 
two- way crossover design without 
interruption. (b) A two- way crossover 
design with interruption after the 
completion of period 2. (c) A four- way 
crossover design without interruption. 
(d) A four- way crossover design with 
interruption after the completion of 
period 3. (e) A four- way crossover design 
with interruption after the completion of 
period 2
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simulated that were interrupted after the completion of 
either period two or period three (Figure 1d,e).

Individual PK profiles were simulated for a hypotheti-
cal orally administered product using a two- compartment 
model with first- order absorption and elimination. The 
simulation codes used to simulate BE studies are included 
as Table  S1. The selected Population Pharmacokinetics 
model would not significantly impact the generalizability 
of the results. All PK parameters were assumed to be log- 
normally distributed, and a combined proportional and 
additive error model was used to describe the residual vari-
ability. Although different batches of an RS are expected 
to be comparable, batch- to- batch variations of the RS were 
assumed to be ranged from 5% to 30% for illustration pur-
pose to cover the extreme cases. The batch- to- batch varia-
tions were simulated from the PK model by changing the 
relative bioavailability factor (Frel) between R1 and R2. 
Frel was also used to create different magnitude of expo-
sure for T versus R product by assuming different Frel be-
tween T and R1 or R2. Simulations accounted for a wide 
range of geometric means of T/R ratios for each RS batch- 
to- batch variations with scenarios, including BE, bor-
derline BIE, and clear BIE studies. A range of geometric 
means of T/R ratios were simulated, which were equally 
divided into 50 increasing values, with 200 replicates for 
each value, for a total of 10,000 simulated studies for each 
selected batch- to- batch variation. In two- way crossover 
studies, the median value of within subject coefficient of 
variation (CV) of the log- transformed PK metrics (e.g., 
area under the curve [AUC] or maximum concentration 
[Cmax]) estimated from simulated studies is ~20%. In four- 
way crossover studies that used NTI drugs as an example, 
the median value of within subject standard deviation 
of the R- to- R ratio (SWR) that estimated from simulated 
studies is 0.15 and are similar to within subject standard 
deviation of the T- to- T ratio (SWT). Uninterrupted studies 
were simulated with one batch of the RS (i.e., either R1 or 

R2). Interrupted studies were simulated by a combination 
of datasets from R1 and R2 following the designed inter-
ruption pattern which used R1 and R2 representing data 
collected before and after the interruption, respectively. It 
should be noted that the simulated scenarios are only con-
sidered as case examples, which cannot be extrapolated 
to all interrupted two- way and four- way crossover studies, 
the acceptability of the BE results could be case- specific. 
A summary of simulated scenarios is shown in Table 1. All 
the graphs were created using R version 3.6.3.

BE evaluation and statistical analysis

Two- way crossover studies

Pharmacokinetic end points (e.g., AUC or Cmax) follow a 
general linear/linear mixed effect statistic model. The fol-
lowing model (Equation  1) was considered for the two- 
way crossover design:

where Yijk is the response observed log- transformed PK pa-
rameters (e.g., AUC or Cmax) in the 𝑖th subject (𝑖 = 1, 2, …, 
𝑛𝑘) in period j (j = 1, 2) of sequence k (k = 1, 2), and � is 
the overall mean; F(j,k) is the direct fixed effect of the for-
mulation administrated in sequence 𝑘 at period 𝑗; Pj is the 
fixed effect of period j; �k is the fixed effect of sequence k; 
Sik is the random effect of the ith subject in sequence k; and 
eijk is the within- subject random error associated with Yijk.  
It is assumed that the error terms Sik and eijk are normally 
distributed with zero mean and constant variance, that is, 
Sik~𝑁 (0, �2

S
) and eijk~𝑁 (0, �2e).

18

For each simulated two- way crossover study, a con-
ventional average BE (ABE) was calculated based on 
log- transformed Cmax. To establish BE, a 90% confidence 

(1)Yijk = � + F(j,k) + Pj + �k + Sik + eijk

Variables

Tested values

2- way crossover 
studies

4- way crossover 
studies

Number of subjects 24 24

Log- transformed T/R ratio 0.67– 1.5; equally divided
50 steps with 200 replicates on each step

Batch- to- batch variation 5%– 30% 5%– 30%

Within subject variability estimated from 
simulated studies

Median 
CV% ≈ 20%

Median 
SWR = SWT ≈ 0.15

Interruption After completion 
of period 1

a. After completion of 
period 2

b. After completion of 
period 3

Abbreviation: CV%, coefficient of variation percentage.

T A B L E  1  Summary of simulated 
scenarios for two- way and four- way 
crossover studies
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interval for the ratio of the averages for the measures of 
the T and R was calculated using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute 
Inc.) PROC GLM or PROC MIXED procedure with α of 
0.05. Studies were considered as BE if the 90% confidence 
interval of T/R ratio was within the 80.00%– 125.00% lim-
its. Significant level of effect for each variable was esti-
mated based on the type III analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
table.

Four- way fully replicated crossover studies

The BE of four- way fully replicated crossover studies was 
evaluated using the reference- scaled ABE (RSABE) fol-
lowing the draft product- specific guidance on Warfarin 
Sodium (recommended December 2012)19 with a modi-
fication that allows the batch effect to be estimated in 
scaled BE. All simulated studies are balanced cases 
which contain no missing values. A scaled BE is deter-
mined by calculating the 95% upper confidence bound for 
(

�T−�R
)2

− �S2
WR

. The implied BE limits on the T/R ratio 
are scaled by SWR but are capped at 80.00%– 125.00%. In 
the draft product- specific guidance on Warfarin Sodium, 
�T − �R is calculated based on the observed difference be-
tween the average of the log- transformed replicated T and 
R measures for each subject using Equation 2 below:

where Tijk =  jth observation (j = 1 or 2) on T for subject i 
within sequence k; Rijk = jth observation (j = 1 or 2) on R for 
subject i within sequence k.

To estimate and add the “batch” term to the calcula-
tion, the estimate of �T − �R are calculated following a lin-
ear mixed effect statistic model, as shown in Equation 1. 
As simulation creates balanced cases which contain no 
missing values, the unbiased estimate of �T − �R underly-
ing the linear mixed effects statistic model should be com-
parable with the estimated difference calculated based on 
observed value as recommended in the current guidance.19

When more than one batch of an RS are used, the 
treatment group R is divided into two subgroups (i.e., R1 
and R2). Unlike other effects (i.e., period or sequence ef-
fects) in the mixed effect model, batch R1 and R2 can only 
be found in treatment group R, and batch T can only be 
found in treatment group T. Therefore, the batch effect 
was considered as a nested effect under the treatment ef-
fect, denoted as batch(trt), in the mixed effects statistical 
model. For each simulated four- way fully replicated cross-
over study, a preliminary test for batch(trt) was investi-
gated by a type III ANOVA table from a PROC MIXED 
procedure. The statistic model would include or exclude 

the batch(trt) term in both scaled and unscaled BE upon 
evidence of a significant batch(trt) effect (p ≤ 0.1), or lack 
of significance (p > 0.1), respectively. The estimated mean 
and variance for the ratio of T and R were calculated using 
PROC MIXED, followed by mathematical calculations for 
SWR and critical bound using R. Uninterrupted studies 
were analyzed with a model that excluded batch(trt) effect 
with modified model. When using the RSABE, every study 
should pass the scaled BE and also regular unscaled BE 
limits of 80.00%– 125.00%. In addition, the upper limit of 
the 90% confidence interval for the ratio of SWT and SWR 
(SWT/SWR) should be ≤2.5.

Comparison of uninterrupted and 
interrupted studies

Simulations were conducted for both two- way and four- 
way fully replicated crossover studies with and without 
interruptions. As we aimed to evaluate the possibility of 
a false BE conclusion from interrupted studies, all inter-
rupted studies which passed BE were collected to assess 
the chance of being BIE products if conducted without in-
terruption. The BE outcomes from uninterrupted studies 
were used as a reference to evaluate the BE outcomes from 
the interrupted studies. We would assess whether a T that 
can pass the BE in an interrupted BE study can pass BE 
using a conventional BE approach to at least one RS batch 
(R1 or R2, or both) at a given batch- to- batch variation.

RESULTS

Analyses of interrupted two- way crossover 
studies

Interrupted two- way crossover studies which passed BE 
with the conventional ABE approach were selected, and 
their results were compared with those obtained from the 
same products but with an uninterrupted design to assess 
the risk of passing BIE products. Figure 2 lists the outcome 
distributions in terms of the percentage falling into one of 
four scenarios when the study was conducted as uninter-
rupted designs (i.e., T vs. R1 or T vs. R2). In scenario 1, T 
would pass BE for both T versus R1 and T versus R2; and, 
in scenario 2, T would pass BE for either T versus R1 or T 
versus R2, but not both. In both scenarios 3 and 4, T would 
not pass BE for either T versus R1 or T versus R2 but, in 
scenario 3, the PK exposure of T falls within the PK expo-
sures of the two R batches, whereas in scenario 4, the PK 
exposure of T falls outside those of the two R batches. The 
percentages of studies that fell into each scenario were 
used to inform the acceptability of the statistical method 

(2)Iik =
Tik1 + Tik2

2
−
Rik1 + Rik2

2
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that was used for analyses. The fourth scenario was con-
sidered as the failure scenario for not being BE.

When the batch- to- batch variation is low (e.g., 5%), 
72% of studies that can pass the BE with interruption fell 
into scenario 1 (T can pass the BE to both R1 and R2), and 
24% fell into scenario 2 (pass either T vs. R1 or T vs. R2, but 
not both). The percentage of studies in scenarios 3 and 4 
(not BE for either T vs. R1 or T vs. R2) were close or equal 
to 0. Conversely, when the batch- to- batch variation is as 
high as 30%, the chance of passed interrupted studies fall-
ing into scenarios 1 and 3 decreased to 3% and increased 
to 29%, respectively. Among studied batch- to- batch vari-
ations, the chance of studies that fell into the BE failure 
scenario (scenario 4) was low (respectively, 2% and 1% 
for batch- to- batch variations of 5% and 10%) or less than 
1% (for batch- to- batch variations of 15%, 20%, and 30%). 
The simulation results indicated that using a conventional 
ABE method for interrupted two- way crossover studies 
might be acceptable as the chance of studies falling into 
the BE failure scenario was close or equal to 0. If a T can 
pass the BE assessment in an interrupted study, the same 
T can pass the BE assessment if the study is conducted 
without interruption.

Additionally, to evaluate the impact of using two differ-
ent batches of an RS on period and/or sequence effects in 
the mixed effect model, type III ANOVA table results were 
collected from both uninterrupted and interrupted stud-
ies (Table 2). The batch effect cannot be identified sepa-
rately in the statistical model for interrupted studies with 
a two- way crossover design. As shown in Figure 1a, in an 
interrupted two- way crossover study, R1 only appeared in 
period 1, and R2 only appeared in period 2, same for the 
sequence. Thus, using two batches may lead to inflated 
uncertainties on period and sequence effects. Table  2 
shows that period and sequence effects are not significant 
when studies are conducted without interruption. If stud-
ies are conducted without interruption with one batch of 
the R, we observe close to or less than 5% of studies with 
significant effects (p ≤ 0.05) for period, sequence, or both. 
However, the percentage of studies with significant period 
or sequence effects, or both, increased when studies were 
conducted with interruption with two batches of the R. 
The chance of having significant period or sequence ef-
fects seems to increase with increasing batch- to- batch 
variation and can be as high as 60% when the batch- to- 
batch variation is 30%.

F I G U R E  2  Analyses of interrupted 
BE studies with two- way crossover design 
that passed the conventional average BE 
(ABE) evaluation. The figure represents 
the frequency observed in each scenario 
when compare with uninterrupted 
studies. Scenario 4 is considered as a BE 
failure scenario. BE, bioequivalence; PK, 
pharmacokinetic

T A B L E  2  Percentage of studies showing significant fixed effect

Categories

Batch- to- batch variations, %

5 10 15 20 30

% Studies showed significant period 
effect

Uninterrupted 
studies

R1 only 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

R2 only 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

Interrupted studies R1 + R2 7% 13% 21% 35% 64%

% Studies showed significant 
sequence effect

Uninterrupted 
studies

R1 only 4% 5% 4% 4% 4%

R2 only 4% 5% 4% 4% 4%

Interrupted studies R1 + R2 5% 10% 17% 29% 57%

% Studies showed significant effect 
for both period and sequence

Uninterrupted 
studies

R1 only <1% <1% <1% <1% <1%

R2 only <1% <1% <1% <1% <1%

Interrupted studies R1 + R2 <1% 2% 4% 11% 38%
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Analyses of interrupted four- way fully 
replicated crossover studies

In interrupted four- way fully replicated crossover studies, 
the batch effect was considered as a nested effect under 
the treatment effect, denoted as batch(trt), in the mixed 
effects statistical model, it was considered as the treat-
ment group R is divided into two subgroups (i.e., R1 and 
R2). The nested effect tests if there is variation between 
groups, or within nested subgroups of the attribute vari-
able. To determine whether a batch(trt) effect should be 
included in the statistical model, a preliminary ANOVA 
test was performed on each interrupted study. The type 
III ANOVA table results for batch(trt) effect are summa-
rized in Figure 3. The table indicates that the percentage 
of studies with significant batch(trt) effect increases with 
increasing batch- to- batch variation. When batch- to- batch 
variation is higher or equal to 20%, ~50% or more inter-
rupted studies show significant batch(trt) effect regardless 
of types of interruption.

Following the preliminary ANOVA test results, stud-
ies with no evidence of the batch(trt) effect (p > 0.1) were 
analyzed with an RSABE excluding batch(trt) term from 
the statistical model. Studies with significant batch(trt) 
effect (p ≤ 0.1) were analyzed with a statistical model 
which included batch(trt) term as a fixed effect in the 
model. Figure  4 shows BE outcomes from the studies 
that were analyzed with the model that excluded the 
batch(trt) term. The table lists studies which passed BE 
and summarizes the frequency observed in each cate-
gory when compared with uninterrupted study designs. 
Comparable to what was observed for two- way crossover 

studies, the chance of falling into the BE failure scenario 
(scenario 4) was used to inform the risk of passing a BIE 
product. The chance of studies falling into scenario 4 was 
close or equal to 0 across all investigated batch- to- batch 
variations. An RSABE evaluation with batch effect ex-
cluded from the model seems to be acceptable to analyze 
interrupted four- way fully replicated crossover studies 
with no evidence of batch(trt) effect regardless of the in-
terruption types.

Subsequently, studies with significant batch(trt) effect 
were analyzed with the statistical model that included 
“batch(trt)” as a fixed effect. Figure 5 shows the compar-
ison of results between interrupted and uninterrupted 
studies. In most cases, when batch(trt) effect was included 
into the model, if a T can pass BE with interrupted design, 
the same T can pass BE with uninterrupted design and fall 
into scenarios 1, 2, or 3. The chance of falling into the BE 
failure scenario is close to 0 for studies with a two- to- two R 
batch division. However, the chance of studies falling into 
the BE failure scenario is 5% when batch- to- batch varia-
tion is small (i.e., 5%) and interrupted by a three- to- one 
R batch division. Thus, BE establishment for interrupted 
studies with significant batch(trt) effect may introduce 
the risk of falling into the BE failure scenario although a 
batch(trt) effect term was included in the model for an ac-
curate estimation, depending on the interruption type.

DISCUSSION

In conventional PK BE studies, a single manufacturing 
batch is usually recommended to represent each of the T 

F I G U R E  3  Preliminary ANOVA tests of interrupted four- way fully replicated crossover studies for batch(trt) effect. (a) Interruption 
after the completion of period 3. (b) Interruption after the completion of period 2. Studies with p ≤ 0.1 are considered with significant 
batch(trt) effect. ANOVA, analysis of variance
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and R product, especially a four- way fully replicated cross-
over study design.15 The active drug content from differ-
ent batches of an RS is expected to be comparable. When 
two batches of an RS are used in a single PK BE study, 
adequate justifications could be used to show two batches 
are comparable using an additional in vitro test that could 
provide supportive evidence. In addition, per 21 Code of 
Federal Regulations (CFR) 320.21(g),2 for the majority of 
products, batch- to- batch variation on PK outcomes is not 
expected to be larger than 25%, simulation conducted in 
this study is used for the illustration of extreme cases.

For an interrupted two- way crossover study where 
the interruption happened after completion of period 1, 
R1 only appears in period 1 and sequence 1, and R2 only 
appears in period 2 and sequence 2 (Figure  1). In other 

words, a separate batch effect is unidentifiable because 
the difference between period 1 and 2 is used to identify 
either period or sequence effect in a two- way crossover 
study. In this case, the batch effect can impact both period 
and sequence effects, as shown in Table 2. The percentage 
of studies with significant period or sequence effect can 
be close to 60% when the batch- to- batch variation is high 
(e.g., 30%). On the other hand, uninterrupted study design 
only showed about 5% chance of having significant effect, 
which is at the minimal significance level. In addition, 
replacing the sequence or period effect with the batch 
effect in the fixed effects model showed the same results 
observed without such a replacement (data not shown). 
Although almost no BE failure study can be found when 
using a standard ABE to analyze interrupted two- way 

F I G U R E  4  Analyses of interrupted four- way fully replicated crossover studies that passed the reference- scaled average BE (RSABE) 
evaluation with batch effect excluded from the statistical model. (a) Interruption after the completion of period 3. (b) Interruption after the 
completion of period 2. The figure represents the frequency observed in each scenario when compare with uninterrupted studies. Scenario 4 
is considered as a BE failure scenario. BE, bioequivalence; PK, pharmacokinetic

F I G U R E  5  Analyses of interrupted four- way fully replicated crossover studies that passed the reference- scaled average BE (RSABE) 
evaluation with batch effect included from the statistical model. (a) Interruption after the completion of period 3. (b) Interruption after the 
completion of period 2. The figure represents the frequency observed in each scenario when compare with uninterrupted studies. Scenario 4 
is considered as a BE failure scenario. BE, bioequivalence; PK, pharmacokinetic
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crossover studies (Figure  2), an ANOVA test could be 
done, and further considerations may be needed if signifi-
cant period and sequence effects are observed.18,20 The re-
sults obtained from interrupted studies may be acceptable 
if it can be proven that the significant sequence or period 
effects come from the batch effect, and the significant se-
quence or period effects would not be biased in the esti-
mation for the formulation difference.

For a four- way fully replicated crossover study that 
both R and T products would be administered twice to the 
same individual, the batch effect is identifiable and can 
be used as a nested effect under the treatment. A prelim-
inary ANOVA test could be performed with the inclusion 
of the batch(trt) effect which can determine the signifi-
cant level of the batch(trt) effect. Studies with no evidence 
of the batch(trt) effect could be analyzed with batch(trt) 
term excluded from the statistical model, whereas studies 
with significant batch(trt) effect would be analyzed with 
batch(trt) term included for a more accurate estimation. 
The ANOVA results are consistent with our assumption 
that the batch(trt) term could accurately capture batch 
changes as the chance of having significant batch(trt) 
effect increased with higher batch- to- batch variations 
(Figure 3). From simulation results, BE results obtained 
from interrupted studies with no significant batch(trt) 
effect seems to be acceptable when batch(trt) is excluded 
(Figure  4). However, BE results from studies with sig-
nificant batch(trt) effect may not be acceptable with the 
statistical model that included the batch(trt) term, espe-
cially for studies with small batch- to- batch variation and 
three- to- one R batch division (Figure 5). Our simulation 
showed that, if a four- way fully replicated study is inter-
rupted with a significant batch(trt) effect, the acceptability 
of BE outcomes is case- specific. In conclusion, the sim-
ulated scenarios are only considered as case examples, 
which cannot be extrapolated to all interrupted two- way 
and four- way crossover studies, the study results could be 
case- specific.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we presented a simulation- based method 
for BIE risk assessment when two batches of an RS were 
used in a BE study interrupted by COVID- 19. Industrial 
applicants or researchers are encouraged to justify the 
sufficiency of BIE risk control in a similar approach as 
presented when the situation arises due to a pandemic- 
related study interruption.
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